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This inspiring book is packed full of creative ideas for anyone who wants to draw. The simple

step-by-step instructions show how to draw animals, building, people and cartoons, and give tips on

shading and perspective. From easy projects to more challenging ones. 96 pages.
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This book is a must have for anyone who wants to learn to draw in the most fun way ever. I am 65,

newly retired, and a doodler. Lately I have become more serious about learning to draw and wanted

to do more than tangle. I took a class on art journaling and learned to draw big eyed girls quite well.

I recently volunteered to draw cards for charity and realized I wanted to draw more of a variety of

things. This book is perfect. I mastered most of the pictures on my first try which I consider

somewhat of a miracle since a couple of years ago I had trouble with stick men. I was telling my

daughter about this on the phone and knowing my past efforts, she was somewhat skeptical. She

said OK draw a cat for me and email it. Within an hour I drew the red cat in the book which is

whimsical and very expressive with fur standing on end. Well I emailed it to her and she thought I

had taken a picture of the cat in the book. The instructions are that good that you can look like a

artist in minutes. Great for kids from 8 to 108 and worth every penny.



This book is hardcover with thick, glossy pages, which make it quite hardy, a quality I look for in

books because of the minions within my gates. Beautiful illustrations and step by step instructions. I

will insert one caveat, that if you own a number of Usborne art books, you will find some overlap of

projects. I like the books enough that this doesn't bother me.

Our 10yr old niece LOVED this book as a gift. The book is of great quality- hardcover (I think spiral

bound on inside- couple weeks ago, so can't see it now) and lays flat when open. There is quite a

variety of art included.

I bought this as a companion to another Usborne art book that I purchased for my school-age

daughter. The book is filled with good ideas and clear instructions. I am enjoying it as much as my

little one does. Usborne does a great job with these books.

Another excellent reference book by Usborne. I needed quick examples to show the children in my

class and ideas to suggest subject matter and how to construct what they wanted to do. I would

definitely recommend this book.

My 8yo loves this books much, he wasn't satisfied just taking it from the library. He had to have it.

He finds new materials and techniques to try and never gets tired of it. More comprehensive than

other art books.

Bought this for my 10 year old. She has already found so much value in this book. Great illustrations

with a good variety of drawing and painting ideas.

This is a fun book to do tons of simple and fun exercises to help you learn to sketch. Good for

beginners.
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